Evidence of a developmental cerebello-cerebral disorder.
The objective of this study was to examine the cognitive and neuroanatomical features of an adolescent with developmental hypoplastic left cerebellum who presented with executive and visuo-spatial deficits, nonverbal learning disabilities and interpersonal difficulties. He underwent a neuropsychological assessment, MRI and diffusion tensor imaging MRI. The neuropsychological impairments were primarily in executive functions, spatial and visual perception, graphomotor skills, arithmetic, social perception and comprehension. Fractional anisotropy, which is measured by diffusion tensor imaging and enables assessment of axonal integrity, was reduced in the right cerebral peduncle and right hemisphere white matter (p < 0.001). Based on the results, we hypothesize that disruption of neural circuits linking the hypoplastic left cerebellum to the right hemisphere may contribute to the evolution of a neurocognitive syndrome with characteristics of the developmental right hemisphere syndrome and suggestive of the cerebellar cognitive-affective syndrome.